
CLOSE TO HOME.
EXPLORE 

Set a course for adventure across the far reaches of the Pacific and beyond—from Raja Ampat’s vibrant 
undersea world to the dramatic landscapes of Australia’s Kimberley region.

Discover the massive penguin colonies of the Subantarctic Islands, follow in the wake of early Polynesian wayfarers, 
and stare in awe at the stunning fiords of New Zealand. 

Join us on these uniquely immersive and memorable voyages in 2023 and save 25%* when you book select 
departures aboard National Geographic Orion by 30 April 2023.

KIMBERLEY EXPEDITION: AUSTRALIA’S WILD NORTHWEST  

12 DAYS FROM AU$13,940PPAU$13,940PP NOW AU$10,460PPNOW AU$10,460PP

DEPARTS: 09 JUL, 19 JUL, 29 JUL 2023

Stretching along Australia’s northwest coast, the Kimberley plateau is a vast 
landscape of plunging waterfalls, wild sandstone formations, emerald rainforest and 
deep gorges. Explore this immense and complex landscape: examine Aboriginal rock 
art, see otherworldly geological formations, and witness fascinating phenomena from 
“horizontal” waterfalls to the spectacular—and remote—King George Falls.

Scan to find out more about these incredible itineraries, as well as other amazing 
expeditions around the Pacific and beyond.

SAVE 25%* OFF SELECT EXPEDITIONS 
ABOARD NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ORION.



WILD POLYNESIAN ESCAPE: TAHITI TO BORA BORA 

5 DAYS FROM AU$7,580PPAU$7,580PP NOW AU$5,690PPNOW AU$5,690PP

DEPARTS: 05 MAY, 10 MAY 2023

Between Tahiti and Bora Bora lies the coveted diving destination of Rangiroa, the steep volcanic cliffs, and 
the ancient Polynesian cultural site of Marae Taputapuatea on Ra’iatea. On an expedition to one of the last 
places on Earth to be settled by humans, dive and snorkel in clear, warm water with rays, sea turtles, and 
whales; and connect with the local culture with visits to Polynesia’s most significant ancestral site and a 
family-run vanilla plantation.

SINGAPORE TO BALI: JUNGLES, ATOLLS & WILDLIFE 

12 DAYS FROM AU$17,430PPAU$17,430PP NOW AU$13,080PPNOW AU$13,080PP

DEPARTS: 22 AUG, 22 SEP 2023

Discover the remote and less-travelled jewels of the Java Sea. Cruise through the remnants of Krakatoa 
and view the volcano’s “children” that have appeared since 1883 after of one the world’s largest volcanic 
explosions. Snorkel and dive amongst vibrant coral gardens; kayak in secluded bays with hundreds of fish 
teeming below; and learn from the local villagers – all unique and inspired by the amazing colours and 
beauty that surrounds them.

EASTER ISLAND TO TAHITI: TALES OF THE PACIFIC 

19 DAYS FROM AU$26,600PPAU$26,600PP NOW AU$19,950PPNOW AU$19,950PP

DEPARTS: 06 APR, 17 APR 2023

From remote and enigmatic Easter Island to the historically significant Pitcairn Islands, you’ll visit islands 
that are virtually inaccessible and untouched. See the legendary moai statues up close and hear the 
leading theories on what happened to the people who created them from top experts. Walk the length of 
untouched tropical beaches, meet the descendants of H.M.S. Bounty mutineers, and drift dive or snorkel 
through an atoll pass.

ICONIC MELANESIA: NEW GUINEA, SEPIK RIVER & THE SOLOMON ISLANDS 

18 DAYS FROM AU$26,930PPAU$26,930PP NOW AU$20,200PPNOW AU$20,200PP

DEPARTS: 11 OCT 2023

New Guinea is one of the least explored places on Earth. We’ll explore all the parts of the eastern half of 
this island nation—Papua New Guinea and beyond to the Solomon Islands. You’ll be seeing portions few 
outsiders have been privileged to visit. You may well have dreamed of coming to this special corner of the 
Earth, and this is an exceptional and unusual chance to discover in depth.

SOUTHERN ODYSSEY: NEW ZEALAND & THE SUBANTARCTIC ISLANDS 

20 DAYS FROM AU$43,490PPAU$43,490PP NOW AU$32,620PPNOW AU$32,620PP

DEPARTS: 02 DEC, 20 DEC 2023

Encounter pristine beaches, quiet coves, and waters that have played a significant role in New Zealanders’ 
lives since the first Polynesian canoe arrived. The soaring peaks and countless waterfalls of the country’s 
dazzling fiords are at their jaw-dropping best in Fiordland National Park, where we explore Milford Sound 
and Dusky Sound. Step into an ancient rainforest, stunning national parks, and fragrant botanical gardens 
while learning about Māori history.

Contact  MAIN BEACH TRAVEL +61 7 5588 2500
or email INFO@MAINBEACHTRAVEL.COM.AU for more details

*Valid for new bookings only on select 2023 departures aboard National Geographic Orion, subject to availability, not applicable on extensions, and may not be combinable with other offers. 
Book by 30 April, 2023. Full discount is not applicable to wholesale bookings. For further details visit au.expeditions.com/landing/au-save-25/. 
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